REGIONAL SNAPSHOT

Scotland has the lowest percentage of people who feel the legal system is fair and transparent (15%).

Northern Ireland has the highest percentage of people who feel that the justice system is not accessible to all members of the public (70%).

Wales feels the most trust in legal professionals, but there are still less than 1 in 2 people that do (46%).

Oxford is the city where people feel most strongly that moving to a solely digital process of legal communication and virtual court dealings would risk isolating sections of society from justice.

Those in Plymouth are the least concerned with modernisation of the legal system – less than half (46%) feel it needs to modernise faster.

Those in Sheffield feel the least confident that they would know what to do in a situation requiring legal assistance – only 30% answered positively.

People in Hull feel most strongly that an understanding of the law and the legal process should be taught in primary and secondary schools (87%).

Those in the North East felt the least confident that they would know what to do in a situation requiring local assistance – only 34%.

Brighton is the highest ranked English city for the belief that simplifying technical legal language used would improve access for ordinary people (86%).